
Introduction

The Stellaluna ESL lesson plan aims to engage students in language learning

through the beloved children's book "Stellaluna" by Janell Cannon. This lesson plan

introduces students to essential vocabulary and reading comprehension skills while

exploring themes of friendship, diversity, and acceptance. By using this popular

story as a focal point, students can improve their English language proficiency in a

fun and interactive way. The familiar narrative provides a comfortable environment

for ESL learners to practice new words, develop listening skills, and participate in

engaging activities that support their language development.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Bat
A flying mammal with leathery wings and the ability to navigate in the dark by

using echolocation.

Bird
A warm-blooded, feathered creature that lays eggs and often has the ability to

fly.

Friendship
The state of being friends; a supportive and harmonious relationship between

individuals.

Acceptance
The action of consenting to receive or undertake something offered; a

willingness to tolerate or embrace differences.

Diversity Variety, difference, or multiplicity of ideas, people, cultures, etc.

Contextual Usage



- The bat flew silently through the night using echolocation to find its way.

- The bird built a nest in the tree and laid several eggs.

- Stellaluna and her bird friends showed kindness and friendship towards each

other.

- Stellaluna learned about acceptance when living among birds who were different

from her.

- The story promotes diversity by showcasing animals with unique characteristics

living together.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the Stellaluna ESL lesson, start with a "Guess the Vocabulary" game.

Write key terms from the story - such as "bat," "bird," "friendship," "acceptance,"

and "diversity" - on the board or on individual cards. Then, divide the class into

teams and have them take turns describing the words to their teammates without

using the word itself. This activity not only familiarizes students with important

vocabulary but also encourages speaking and listening practice while setting a

lively tone for the lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Activity 1: Vocabulary Building

To reinforce vocabulary, create a matching game with word cards and

corresponding definitions. Have students work in pairs to match the vocabulary

words from Stellaluna to their definitions. Encourage students to discuss and justify

their choices, promoting collaborative learning.

Activity 2: Listening Comprehension



Play an audio recording of a section from the book and provide each student with a

transcript. Ask them to listen carefully, follow along with the text, and then discuss

in pairs what they understood. This activity hones listening skills while promoting

peer interaction for comprehension.

Activity 3: Roleplay

Divide the class into small groups and assign each group a scene from Stellaluna.

Have them prepare a short roleplay based on their scene, encouraging creativity

and understanding of character dialogue.

Activity 4: Reading and Writing

Ask students to write an alternate ending to Stellaluna individually. Then, pair them

up to share their endings and have discussions about the different outcomes they

imagined for the story. This activity encourages critical thinking, creativity, writing

skills, as well as speaking skills during discussion.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, encourage students to create a comic strip based on a specific

scene from Stellaluna. They can illustrate the visuals and include dialogue, focusing

on using the vocabulary learned in class. This task reinforces comprehension,

creativity, and vocabulary usage while allowing students to express their

understanding of the story in a visual format.

Conclusion

Key Points Covered



Throughout this Stellaluna ESL lesson, we delved into essential vocabulary related

to the story and honed listening, speaking, and writing skills through various

engaging activities. Additionally, students explored themes of friendship,

acceptance, and diversity while enhancing their language proficiency.

Reflecting on Learning

As you reflect on this lesson, consider how the vocabulary and language skills

practiced can be applied in your everyday life. How does understanding themes like

friendship and acceptance contribute to your language development? Ponder on

how these learnings can help you communicate effectively in English.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

The Stellaluna ESL lesson plan offers a captivating and relatable context for English

language learners. The story's themes of friendship, acceptance, and diversity

provide rich opportunities for vocabulary building and language development.

Additionally, the engaging activities related to the narrative enable students to

practice essential language skills while exploring meaningful concepts. The familiar

and endearing storyline enhances student engagement, making the learning

process enjoyable and effective. Furthermore, the cross-curricular nature of

Stellaluna allows for integrated learning that extends beyond language acquisition,

promoting a holistic educational experience for ESL students.


